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                                                            Welcome to Partnership Africa Canada
                                                        



                                                            Partnership Africa Canada (PAC) is a coalition of Canadian and African NGOs working together on issues of human rights, human security and sustainable development. In collaboration with its members and other organizations, PAC undertakes research and policy dialogue initiatives on issues affecting Africa.

                                                            
                                                                Welcome to our new website - a gateway to information, resources and links about Africa. We are continuing to develop the site - new information will be posted to the site over the coming weeks. We welcome your comments and suggestions.

                                                        


	7 Best Places in Africa for a Joint Trip


August 31, 2023 As the holiday season approaches, the allure of a rustic retreat becomes irresistible. The cabin-inspired design trend welcomes you to infuse your space with warmth and simplicity. While many elements contribute to this aesthetic, from natural materials to cozy textiles, it's important to explore budget-friendly options to enhance your decor. Bargain balloons in Canada offers creative solutions that go beyond traditional decorations, allowing you to create a cozy haven that reflects the spirit of the holidays and the comfort of a cabin getaway.
Read On...
	7 Best Places in Africa for a Joint Trip


October 14, 2018Africa is a huge continent, with many places to see. Majestic mountains, magnificent waterfalls, amazing culture - all of it can be found in Africa. It is not easy to choose a certain limited list of things to see, since we all have responsibilities and limited time for ourselves, but today we tried our best in compiling them into the list of 7 best places for a joint trip with your beloved one.
Read On...
	Kagga Kamma Hotel: Primal and Romantic


October 12, 2018If you are an avid traveler, a lover of extraordinary and exotic places, you have seen the ancient temples of Poland, Niagara Falls, Lake Baikal, the snowy peaks of the Alps, medieval castles of Spain, the famous Notre Dame Cathedral, then it seems difficult to surprise you with something. But there are still many places on our planet, so unique and original, that even the most sophisticated tourist will be amazed at their mysterious appearance. 
Read On...
	Kimberley Process - regular monitoring not agreed


October 31, 2003 Although progress was made within the Kimberley Process towards universal monitoring of the rough diamond trade, there are still no provisions for regular, impartial monitoring of all participants.
Read On...
	Kimberley Process at a Turning Point


October 28, 2003 The integrity of the Kimberley Process Diamond Certification Scheme (1) will be at stake this week when representatives from governments, the diamond industry and NGOs convene for the Kimberley Process plenary meeting being held from 29-31 October 2003 in Sun City, South Africa. 
Read On...
	Charles Taylor must be Extradited from Nigeria for Trial


September 25, 2003 Charles Taylor, the former warlord president of Liberia must be extradited from Nigeria to stand trial before the UN-backed Special Court in Freetown, Sierra Leone. Partnership Africa Canada calls on the Canadian government and other members of the United Nations to do everything they can to ensure that Taylor answers for his crimes. 
Read On...
	Other Facets - September 2003


A newsletter about the international effort to end diamond-related conflict. In this issue:
                                                            	New Kimberley Membership List Announced
                                                                
	Central African Republic Review
                                                                
	The best brides for Africans here
	Breakthrough on Statistics
                                                                
	Sierra Leone Struggles for Control
                                                                
	Liberia: Taylor Resigns
                                                                
	Solving dating problems with bebemur site
	Books, Publications and more


                                                        

	Partnership Africa Canada Co-Nominated for 2003 Nobel Peace Prize


On March 19, 2002, Global Witness and Partnership Africa Canada were nominated for the 2003 Nobel Peace Prize. The nomination was made by United States Congressmen Tony P. Hall and Frank R. Wolf, and by US Senator Patrick Leahy, for the efforts that the two organizations have devoted to ending the trade in ï¿½conflict diamondsï¿½.
Read On...
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